How the fight against polio was won

...Salk, the director of the Virus Research Laboratory at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, and his team spent six years...

Source  CBS News Online - May 03, 2020

Editorial: The high cost of safe elections

"Ensuring Safe Elections: Federal Funding Needs for State and Local Governments During the Pandemic" was released Thursday, authored in part by...

Source  Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - May 03, 2020

General News

With storefronts closed, is online shopping paying off for local retailers?

"There is some research showing that when people are in a negative mood, they sometimes strategically buy things to make themselves feel better," says...
Using Bayh-Dole march-in rights would slow Covid-19 innovation

As researchers across the country, including at Pitt, develop treatments for and vaccines against the novel coronavirus that causes Covid-19,...

Source  STAT - May 04, 2020

UPMC entering new phase of coronavirus testing

The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center is entering a new phase of coronavirus testing. "As we're coming down from the high numbers of...

Source  WPXI-TV Online - May 04, 2020

The Cybersecurity 202: County election officials detail massive costs of remote voting

The Post's Cybersecurity 202 newsletter picked up the election Pitt Cyber's new report examining the need for more federal resources to...

Source  The Washington Post Online - May 01, 2020

Southwest Pa. residents look to get internet boost from partnership

...and Research (Kinber) expanding broadband access between Morgantown, W Va., and California, PA. Pitt, CMU, and CCAC are among Kinber clients.

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 03, 2020

School grading policies vary amid remote instruction

The University of Pittsburgh, for example, said it would not allow the grading changes made by schools to negatively impact applicants. "Admission to...

Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 03, 2020
Police Investigate Oakland Burglary: Suspect Still At Large

OAKLAND (KDKA) - The University of Pittsburgh Police and Pittsburgh Police responded to a burglary Friday. According to the University of...

Source KDKA-TV Online - May 02, 2020

Pitt researchers developing a nasal spray that could prevent covid-19

University of Pittsburgh researchers are beginning to develop a nasal spray aimed toward individuals at high risk of contracting covid-19...

Source Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 02, 2020

Pandemic-era policing: Fewer crimes, but signs of rising stress

"It is kind of what you'd expect, with fewer people out," said David Harris, a professor at the University of Pittsburgh School of Law. "You're going...

Source Public Source - May 04, 2020

Meet the Pitt researchers working to end the COVID-19 pandemic

When Pitt announced last month that its researchers were working on a COVID-19 vaccine and seeing promising results, we held our collective breath....

Source The Incline - May 04, 2020

Government researchers changed metric to measure coronavirus drug remdesivir during clinical trial

...F. Gellad, a professor of health policy and management at the University of Pittsburgh's Department of Medicine, said in an interview,...

Source The Washington Post Online - May 01, 2020

Fitzgerald 'optimistic' Allegheny County 'close' to having some restrictions lifted
The health department is also using 34 students from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine to assist with case investigations and...

Source Tribune-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 02, 2020

**Dr. Jerry Shuster talks about Joe Biden's campaign**

Dr. Jerry Shuster is a professor president's rhetoric at the University of Pittsburgh talking about Joe Biden and this idea that Joe Biden needs to make clear who his administration is going to be who's going to be in his cabinet it clearly a sign of weak...

Source KDKA-AM (Radio) - May 03, 2020

**Coronavirus robbing grandparents of time with families**

...said Dr. Ellen Whyte, director of geriatric psychiatry outpatient services at the University of Pittsburgh's Western Psychiatric Hospital.

Source NBC News Online - May 02, 2020

**Area college students to benefit from grant money as part of coronavirus stimulus package**

"Working to cover the cost of living is difficult as a full-time student, and many students have stopped working or have reduced hours as a result of...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 04, 2020